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Introduction 

I will examine Gayl Jones’s Corregidora and her use of the Blues to facilitate an 

alternative history for Africana womanhood. Specifically, I am interested in 

understanding the novel’s contribution to an alternative presentation of the “tragic 

mulatto” figure in contemporary literature. The “tragic mulatto” is an archetypical 

mixed-race person, who is characterized by sadness and identity confusion due to an 

inability to find acceptance in "white" or "black" communities. This figure is often 

privileged for his or her color and destined for a bad (tragic) ending. Ursa Corregidora’s 

role as a Blues singer offers the financial, sexual, and political agency which enables 

her to establish an autonomous, self-constructed identity. Blues becomes a 

consciousness-raising source of self-identification, offering Ursa the self-determinism 

which directly contradicts the mulatta tragedy.  

Corregidora is written in response to mulatta characters presented in novels like 

Lydia Child’s, The Quadroons and Slavery’s Pleasant Homes.  David Pilgrim, 

Professor of Sociology at Ferris State University, writes that tragic mulattos generally 

experience “self-hatred, depression, alcoholism, sexual perversion, and suicide 

attempts”. (Pilgrim, Tragic Mulatto Myth) The Quadroons follows Xarifa, young, 

mixed-race woman whose effort to “pass” as white only yields deeper self-hatred. After 

the tragic death of her white father and subsequent subjection to slavery, her role in the 

novel adequately illustrates the devastating impact of white male violence and the 

origin of the tragic mulatto trope.  

The tragic mulatto trope is not limited to its literary presence, however, and we 

may observe its depiction in films like John M. Stahl’s Imitation of Life and D.W 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixed_race
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixed_race
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Griffith’s Birth of a Nation. The former offers an in-depth display of the mulatta lust 

for white existence, as Sarah Jane desperately attempts to “pass”. Sarah Jane has been 

graced with all of the privileges of a white civilian and, as a result, completely rejects 

her black heritage. The Birth of a Nation drastically oversexualizes mulatto characters 

in the film. The infamous Silas Lynch is well known for his uncontrollable sexual lust 

for white female characters. Lydia Brown, a mulatta housekeeper, shows excessive 

arousal when eavesdropping on white male conversation. These depictions contribute to 

the trope’s notions of “sexually destructive antagonists explicitly or implicitly 

perceived as unable to control the instinctive urges of their non-white heritage.” (Pak, 

Mulattos, Half Breeds and Hapas) 

Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks offers an insightful analysis of 

Griffith’s groundbreaking film and many others. Donald Bogle dissects the tragic 

mulatto trope and highlights the role of the “tragic mulatta” films like “The Debt” and 

“Pinky” as well.  He explains their contrast to mammy characters whose egregiously 

black skin left them “desexed”. (Bogle 14) He writes that, “Whenever dealing with 

black characters, they simply adapted the old familiar stereotypes, often further 

distorting them” (Bogle 4) The matriarchy that precedes Ursa Corregidora may embody 

these same sex-driven stereotypes but, fortunately, Ursa’s reliance on the Blues enables 

her exist differently within of the trope. 

Bearing in mind her predecessors, it seems as though Jones hoped to combat the 

notions of mulatto existence while very clearly re-presenting the dramatic histories of 

the sex violence by which they were characterized. Published in 1975, the cultural 

impact of Rock n Roll cannot be ignored either.  Known for its use of black-dominated 
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genres – most especially blues and southern folk – rock n roll gave way to an onslaught 

of black musicians and guided their march to the forefront of pop culture. In a similar 

fashion, Ursa’s role as a Blues singer facilitated financial freedom which, in time, gave 

way to the personal construction of her autonomous identity.  

As a preface, I have created an audiovisual narrative whose intention is to 

underscore the principles of my argument. I play the role of an African Griot who 

sufficiently communicates the transgenerational impact of the tragic events which gave 

way to systematic displays of colorism and identity confusion within Black 

communities. These tragic events include displacement, historical erasure, and media-

imposed depictions of Blackness which have created a caricaturized Black identity. 

The music in the short film is distinctly reminiscent of the Blues in structure. As a 

general rule, the Blues is characterized by a certain “call and response” element – 

echoing the words and emotions of the singer. With this in mind, I intentionally 

incorporated call and response into the film.  

In crafting my Thesis, I will use Caroline Streeter’s “Was Your Mama a 

Mulatto?” to aid my analysis of Gayl Jones’s Corregidora. Her work offers an 

insightful exploration of the “tragic mulatta” trope but is concerned only with Ursa’s 

sexual identity and its relationship with heterosexual normativity. I, however, will 

address the impact of the “tragic mulatta” trope on self-representation and Ursa’s use of 

the Blues to reject, overcome, and exist differently within social constructions. Because 

their fair-skin is ascribed to promiscuity and sexual prowess, the women in the 

Corregidora ancestry develop an identity rooted in maternal capability. Ursa, however, 

uses the Blues to reject and overcome that identity. The Blues facilitates Ursa’s self-
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discovery: that she is a woman all her own, free from the shackles of an 

imposed identity. 

Corregidora posits Blues as a conduit through which Ursa may address the 

transgenerational trauma which has plagued the matriarchy of her biracial genealogy. 

This trauma underscores the importance of memory and oral tradition in African-

American culture and demonstrates the personal and political agency by which they 

may be characterized. 

“Was Your Mama a Mulatto?” responds to the gendered-subjectivity and 

determinism which has been foisted upon mulatto characters in contemporary 

American literature and film. Streeter offers an enlightening interpretation of mulatto 

representation in contemporary media and specifically denotes the ways in which Gayl 

Jones presents Ursa Corregidora as an autonomous character that directly opposes the 

tragic mulatto trope. Both texts converse with one another, conveying similar and 

almost intertwining arguments, and the examination of both texts significantly 

contribute to the argument.͒͒    

 

 

 

Textual Analysis 

Corregidora challenges the lack of agency and biological determinism typically 

seen in “tragic mulatto” figures.  To do so, Gayl Jones relies on astute character 

construction to illustrate her argument.  The Corregidora women demonstrate the tragic 

mulatta identity; Old Man Corregidora represents the hegemonic origins of the trope and, 
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most importantly, Ursa’s role as a Blues singer highlights the role of Blues music in 

facilitating an alternative mulatto identity. All of these characters underscore the role of 

Blues music in the self-established identity which allows Ursa to exist differently within 

societal expectations.͒  

Streeter writes that the “tragic mulatto” figure is “symbolic of traumatic histories 

of enslavement,” and we find that to be especially true in Ursa’s case (Streeter 768). Her 

narrative often drifts into a stream-of-consciousness which revisits her conversations with 

enslaved women from her family’s past. Early in the novel, Ursa recalls a conversation 

she had with Great Gram at a very young age. 

“Don’t bruise any of your seeds. I won’t, Mama….But you got to make generations, 

you go on making them anyways.” (Jones 41)  

The lives of the Corregidora women revolved around their sexual contribution to 

white men. These women lived lives where one was known “only by the signs of your 

sex” (Jones 59). Consequently, Great Gram and Gram frequently stress the importance of 

procreation, ensuring that Ursa’s identity is vested in her maternal capability. This 

maternity-driven mindset fully embodies the “tragic mulatto” trope and only serves to 

perpetuate their tragic social status. After losing her womb, however, Ursa uses the Blues 

to construct an identity that rejects maternal significance and directly opposes hegemonic 

standards and societal expectations.  

“What do Blues do for you? It helps me explain what I can’t explain. ” (Jones 56) 

Ursa uses the Blues to fill a psychological void after losing her womb and, in turn, 

rejects the teachings of her ancestry. The Corregidora women frequently express 

discontent with the Blues and highlight the impact of imposed identities on self-
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representation. Old Man Corregidora, slave master and incestuous father, intentionally 

hypersexualizes the Corregidora women and, eventually, they embrace it. This imposed 

identity is so deeply rooted in their fair skin and sexual value that the Corregidora women 

give precedence to their vagina over their voice. Their goal was first to “make 

generations”, then to use oral tradition to combat the trauma that ensued (Jones 41). 

Furthermore, Old Man Corregidora’s sexual abuse forced their voices into a hardened 

whisper. This vocal suppression manifested a firm opposition to the Blues and a steadfast 

support of procreation – which only reinforces their subservience and further suggests the 

irony in the tragic mulatto trope.  

Great Gram tells Ursa, “Songs are devils. It’s your own deconstruction you’re 

singing” (Jones 53). And Mama continues saying, “The voice is a devil” (Jones 53). 

Because the Corregidora women have traditionally used childbirth as a weapon against 

historical erasure – which only further ensnares them within the vicious poverty cycle (as 

a result of the hypersexualized identity imposed by hegemonic forces) – they demonize 

the Blues for its liberating vices. Ursa, however, has been forcibly stripped of her 

maternal capability. With only faded memories of her tainted history and no children to 

whom she can retell those stories, she resorts to an improvisational singing style which 

allows her to address these issues. Where the matriarchy of her family has been relegated 

to silence, Ursa Corregidora proudly employs her voice.  

She begs of Mama, “...let me give witness any way I can. I’ll make a fetus out of 

grounds of coffee to rub inside my eyes. When it’s time to give witness, I’ll make a fetus 

out of grounds of coffee” (Jones 54). Her plea for release indicates a willful fertilization 

of memories rather than children. Though she cannot bear children, Ursa is fully capable 
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of giving witness to the transgenerational trauma suffered by her ancestry through the 

Blues. It is the Blues that pays her way back to Bracktown, where she finally uncovers 

the truth of her father through Mama’s “private memory” (Jones 104). Moreover, her 

work as a Blues singer allowed her to publicly deny her husband and deny Tadpole’s 

early sexual advances.  In time, she realizes that the Blues is a source of empowerment 

whose impact greatly exceeds that of procreation and also offers the self-determinism that 

breaks the transgenerational curse plaguing her family. ͒  

In place of a womb, her voice becomes her weapon. Her eyes become a fertile 

ground – a resting place for the fragmented memories sewn in her mind long ago. Her 

healing relies on the acknowledgement of an erased history and, through the Blues, she 

strings together the torn pages of her history into a narrative all her own. The personal 

construction of this narrative inherently contradicts the imposed characteristics of the 

“tragic mulatto” figure – best known for its pre-determined tragic ending. Streeter 

explains that the “mulatta” carries “the phenotypical traits of race-mixing,” which is 

immediately ascribed to “taint”, “privilege” and promiscuity (Streeter 770).  Even still, 

Ursa uses the Blues to construct her own identity and, moreover, this autonomous self is 

strong, outspoken, and liberated—further contradicting contemporary depictions of the 

“tragic mulatto”. 

 

Film Synopsis 
 

 

My investigation of Gayl Jones’s Corregidora leads me to believe that the Blues 

offers Ursa self-determinism, which negates the tragic mulatto trope. To aid in 
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understanding my analysis, I created an audiovisual narrative titled, “We Are the Light”.  

It is intended to preface my written examination and introduce my argument. In 

summary, viewers follow Teja, a fair-skinned female singer, as she abandons Western 

tradition and embarks on a desperate search for self. I will discuss the role of character 

construction, plotline and cinematography in connecting Teja and Ursa's self-constructed 

narrative. 

Thematically, We Are the Light takes inspiration from Julie Dash’s Daughters of 

the Dust.  Both films offer a stream-of-consciousness which seamlessly weaves together 

a retelling of past events. We Are the Light features two characters that each play a 

significant role in this retelling. Where Daughters of the Dust was narrated by an unborn 

child, We Are the Light is narrated by an unnamed African "Griot". A "Griot" is a West 

African figure who retells past events through storytelling, singing, praising etc. Fair-

skinned and militantly dressed, his character parallels the Corregidora women and their 

staunch reliance on storytelling to combat their trauma. He is also nameless, shape-

shifting and constantly contradictory, making him an excellent embodiment of the 

African Griot trope.   

Like Ursa, Teja is a fair-skinned woman who uses music to address her trauma. 

Though never specifically mentioned, her unexpected exit from the studio indicates that 

she has been deeply impacted by whatever trauma she has experienced. It may be similar 

to that of the mulatta women in the novel, who wore their trauma on their skin. Fair skin 

represented white male domination and sexual violence and Mama says that their trauma 

was, “visible as our blood.” (Jones 72) Teja’s sudden departure signifies the initial 

rejection of American tradition and sends her on an expedition that lands her in an 
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unknown forest. This forest serves as a third space wherein she searches for an answer to 

the film’s burning question: ͒ “Why do you even make music?” 

As introduced by Postcolonial theorist, Homie Bhabha, “third space” is a channel 

which “makes the structure of meaning and reference an ambivalent process”. This 

means that, in communication, the barrier between selves is broken down so there is no I 

and no You – there is only existence. (Bhabha, Cultural Diversity) This third space calls 

viewers to reject western chronology and string together their own interpretation of 

subsequent occurrences, much like Ursa did with her family’s past.  The film often cuts 

very quickly from stationary to moving clips so as to create an alternate sense of time and 

movement. Teja also comes across alternate versions of herself on her search. These two 

characters showcase notions of “doubling” to illustrate the complexity of her identity. We 

Are the Light simultaneously displays multiple facets of a single identity, which also 

affirms the abstract nature of Teja’s search for self. These alternate versions seem to be 

upset with Teja, and are sitting on either side of the Griot as he croons. When on the left, 

she is wearing a green shirt to represent her ability to blend in with this strange forested 

environment.  On the right, there is an elder, a more conservative version dressed in a 

black top, matching the unnamed Griot. Viewers should notice that she is outdoors doing 

housework, further illustrating the abstraction amidst this third space. 

In the novel, Ursa tells us that “Everything said in the beginning must be said 

better than the beginning.” (Jones 54).  In the same fashion, our film begins abruptly, 

using light to juxtapose our two main characters. First, Teja is shown singing in a dark 

room and, of course, the first words she utters are “We Are the Light.” Teja’s first words 

perfectly align with Ursa’s statement as they indicate an attempt to conquer her past. We 
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then see an unnamed producer in a well-lit room, very distraught about Teja’s singing. 

When he asks her why she makes music, she offers a response that echoes Ursa in the 

novel. She says, "I make music to say the things I can't say." Her immediate exit is 

matched with a sharp change in color to indicate a major change of events. The 

oversaturated darkness of the studio quickly fades into a much lighter hue. The absence 

of color represents her physical departure from the studio and, moments later, the re-

introduction of color signifies a spiritual entry or crossing-over. 

Teja’s cross-over is also indicated by the superimposition of car keys turning the 

ignition. It ushers in a dream-like sequence of events which may invoke feelings of 

fluidity, further concretizing the “stream-of-consciousness” presentation of information. 

Scarcely visible, the images of Teja getting into her car and driving off are soon followed 

by an array of color flashes which affirm the crossing-over as well. The most important 

color to fill our screen is green, as it symbolizes the forested environment governed by 

the complete rejection of established reality. 

When she is fully immersed in her search, Teja immediately drops her phone to 

embrace the journey. This is her final renouncement of American tradition. Though the 

phone may be reminiscent of her American past, we later see that the Griot uses it to 

communicate. His image fills the screen and he continues to sing to her.͒   

As the stream-of-consciousness retelling of events comes to a close, we see 

another superimposition of car keys to indicate our return to established reality. We find 

that Teja is still in her car outside of the studio, struggling to start the car. It seems as 

though she never left. The unnamed Griot, still in a green shirt, rushes out to meet Teja in 

the car. She explains to him why she makes music and directly references my argument -- 
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to fight the trauma. Oddly, the unnamed Griot still seems not to understand her meaning 

which further suggests the fluidity of his own identity.  

We Are the Light is an audiovisual narrative whose character construction, 

plotline, and cinematic effects all work together in introducing my argument. Ursa’s use 

of the Blues allows Teja to develop an autonomous identity and thereby exist differently 

within societal expectations of her character. Like Ursa, Teja is a fair-skinned black 

female who uses music to address her trauma and affirm a self-sovereign identity. In 

searching for her purpose in making music, she finds her true self. ͒  

Conclusion 

Gayl Jones’s Corregidora begins with what should be the end – the tragic loss of 

Ursa’s womb. Readers are given a glaring biopic of a mulatta woman who constantly 

contradicts established notions of her character. Gayl Jones creates a protagonist whose 

life is preceded by several women who embody the “tragic mulatto” trope. These women 

represent the self-representation which occurs in response to an imposed identity. They 

incessantly discuss the importance of maternity and denounce the Blues as an evil act. 

However, Ursa uses the Blues to construct a historical narrative whose autonomy and 

agency sharply challenges the hegemonic standard. ͒     

Forcibly rid of her womb by a gutless act of rage, she relies on the Blues to 

eventually reject its significance. Mutt didn’t want her singing the Blues so that he could 

“support” her (Jones 1). The Corregidora women didn’t want Ursa to sing because it was 

the “The voice is a devil” (Jones 53). To them, it was more important that she “make 

generations” and combat historical erasure through storytelling (Jones 42). Although she 
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struggles with this trauma throughout most of the novel, she finally discovers that the 

source of her power lies not in her maternal “tunnel” or “alley” but, rather, in the very 

thing men always fight to keep closed until it suits them best (Jones 168): her mouth. 

Angela Y Davis writes that the “intellectual independence and representational 

freedom” of the Blues is what distinguishes it from other genres. I find that to be true as 

well, especially when considering Ursa’s reliance on the Blues to re-invent her mulatta 

identity. In Bracktown, she’s referred to as a “red-headed heifer” and “Some new bitch 

came to take everybody’s husband.” (Jones 73) Her outward appearance is immediately 

connoted with promiscuity. However, on stage Ursa is in complete control. She can deny 

even the most forward advances of men in power and leave them drooling while doing 

so. The Blues enables Ursa to overcome her maternal trauma and, subsequently, 

reconstruct an autonomous mulatta identity. 

Using Corregidora, Caroline Streeter’s Was Your Mama a Mulatto? , and Julie 

Dash’s Daughters of the Dust, I have discovered the role of the Blues in the 

establishment of a self-constructed identity which successfully reinvents the “tragic 

mulatto” figure. Taking inspiration from all of my sources, I created a short film, We Are 

the Light, to aid comprehension. The film mirrors Corregidora’s character construction 

to present a mulatto character whose use of the Blues offers liberation and self-

determinism – sharply counteracting long-standing tropes binding her to subservience. 
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